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Smart

architectural pearl
with important and
fascinating content.

In Abu Dhabi’s Louvre, congestion is no longer an issue. Robotina’s
system HIQ is used to continuously and automatically measure footfall, calculate occupancy and improve energy efficiency.
-->
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BUILDING AUTOMATION

• Smart & Cognitive
buildings

• Connected

intelligence

• Effective

operations,

full control,

Energy Efficiency
Where

• Home

• Business

Louvre
Museum in
Abu Dhabi

was facing challenges
controlling the number of
people visiting.

b

Robotina found a comprehensive site analytics
solution that combines and interprets footfall in
order to make quick, accurate decisions based on
the site’s actual needs.

• Hospitality

• Assisted living

• Manufacturing
• Health

• Public buildings
Systems

• HVAC (heating,
ventilation,

air conditioning)

• Lighting control
• Access, safety,
security

Features

• Awareness
• Comfort
• Control

• Efficiency
• Security

• Automation

• Reliability

• Connectivity
• Etc.

Users

Louvre Abu Dhabi’s ‘rain of light’ © Louvre Abu Dhabi, Photography: Mohamed Somji
HIQ – your smart building automation: system designated to help, connect and impress.

• Building owners
• Building users

• Facility managers
• Etc.
Mounting

and

connecting
options

• Wired

• Wireless

• Tape-wire

Pip
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T

he (connected) world
is talking about the
digital transformation,
which
is changing our future and every part of society. We have decided not
only to take part in it, but to actively contribute to the digital transformation of our business and support our partners in doing the same,
says Robotina’s CEO Devid Palčič.
--> Page 2
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The (connected)
world is talking
about the digital
transformation,
which is changing
our future and
every part of
society. At
Robotina, we
have decided
not only to take
part in it, but to
actively contribute
to the digital
transformation
of our business
and support our
partners in doing
the same.

A simple decision, taken back in early 2014, meant that we had
to transform ourselves first. We had to reinvent ourselves and
analyze and optimize our business models. This, sometimes
painful, process triggered a transformation, which helped us
to rediscover the startup mentality and energy at the company
that is 25 years old or young as I see it. Not being a startup
means that we can combine the innovation and dynamism of a
startup with the quality, processes, reliability and strength of
an established company with international experience.
We have taken our experience in industrial, building and
infrastructure automation and projected it into the IoT
world thus obtaining unique, highly reliable and flexible
product lines that combine the versatility of the IoT and the
reliability of industrial controllers. Similarly, our IT and SCADA
experience resulted in a highly competitive Cloud platform,
which combines real time communication with the IoT, a
transaction system with embedded business models, machine
learning and artificial intelligence.
We believe in partnerships. Together we can be faster and
better and the last two years have proven it. Alone we could
never have built a whole network of water monitoring stations
in Slovenia as we did together with the ARSO (Slovenian
Environment Agency) or have more than five hundred (in
August 2016) Cloud connected Neostore energy storage and
management systems in five countries. We would surely
not have delivered a smart community project done for
HITACHI Chemicals to Speyer and, finally, our partner Imdaad
could not have been awarded for the best FM technological
implementation of 2016 in the UAE without our technology,
services and transformation.
Devid Palčič, CEO
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THINKING AHEAD

We are
bringing
the world Our vision
together

is to become
one of the lea
ding providers of SMART CONNECTED
solutions, components and platforms,
which will contribute to new models of
a connected society. Robotina provides products and
technologies for the integration of real world with real time information
to optimize control and regulations: Cybrotech control system and SMIP
Cloud platform. Our products and solutions are implemented in industries, smart cities, smart homes, infrastructure and energy management
with energy storage and smart grids (EMS). We provide real time artificial
intelligence integrated with business processes.
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IoT

Internet of things

IoT is the big thing in the era of the
digital transformation. Connecting real
world’s devices with sensors, actuators
and complex “things” to the Internet
and doing it in a way making IoT objects accessible to various members of

the system called the cyber-physical system, where real world objects seamlessly work in cooperation with the virtual
world, as Cloud bases services and artificial intelligence algorithms, is creating a
new type of cooperative society.

IoT in offices

IoT Linker for harsh environments 11

Robotina IoT
products and services
• IoT linkers convert non-IoT into
IoT enabled system
• IoT enabled controllers and systems
• SMIP – Cloud based enabling platform
• EE – AI based SaaS for energy efficiency
• Design and manufacturing of IoT enabled
systems for OEMs
• Lifecycle management support for
IoT objects
• Smart grids and smart City products

Robotina and the
Jozef Stefan Institute
have successfully
cooperated for
decades, being partners in

various projects, submitting proposals
and patent applications, and supporting
research, development and education.
The Jozef Stefan Institute (JSI) is
one of the major Slovenian research
institutions in natural and engineering
sciences and R&D, having over 900
staff members and 500 PhDs. The core
Robotina’s partner is the Department
of Intelligent Systems (JSI), specialized
in AI, agents, smart homes and smart
cities, and services around it, e.g.
medical care. The department currently
participates in various international
projects, including two top H2020
projects. For example, the only
Slovenian participants at a major global
AI conference IJCAI and the European
ECAI came from this department. Over
80% of income comes from sources
outside our national agency.
Robotina’s cooperation with the JSI is
based on applying a very fast-growing
area of AI to the problems of energy management and smart-home
management. We have managed to
show that AI solutions deal better
with real-life circumstances due to
the application of intelligent methods,
which outperform formal optimizing
methods that work optimally under
known circumstances. Secondly, the
agent-based approach enables a more
flexible control and management, and
faster and better reactions to changes
in the environment. This is an advantage in particular when a smart home is
connected to the IoT and smart cities.
Prof. Dr. Matjaž Gams,
Head of Department
of Intelligent Systems,
Jozef Stefan Institute
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CORE TECHOLOGY

Controllers and
software for IoT
Robotina developed a set of tools consisting
of a distributed electronic controller system,
remote I/O, sensors, actuators and communication modules, which are human-machine interfaces with a unique technology
enabling them to operate in a wide area,
through remote control, remote programming, maintenance and management.

Internet compatibility, the capability to operate through it
and the integration of GSM
and GPRS offer an additional
advantage.
Complemented by the SMIP,
smart enabling platform, this becomes an ideal family of IoT
products ready to support the digital transformation of any
product, system or entity.

Cybrotech:
controllers
controlling all
our products
, a company wholly owned
by Robotina, is a UK based, mediumsized enterprise with a network of offi
ces, partners and distributors across the
world. Founded in 1987, we acquired
almost three decades of experience in
developing and producing devices for
measurement, control and automation,
with the emphasis on networking. The
system is built around the CyBro programmable controller.
Products are developed in-house and
produced in the EU, ensuring the best
quality and support. We also offer customized products with short development times at affordable prices.
We rely on open and widely used protocols to ensure maximum compatibility
and believe that automation is all about
getting different products working together. We are committed to never
deliver crippled or unnaturally limited
products or profit from selling unreasonably-priced ‘upgrades’, cables or whatever, so it is a fair play.

Development tools are free of charge
and can be downloaded from our website. The technology and complete solutions, from the sensor to the web, are
provided by the same company. The use
of the latest technology enables us to be
fast and agile.

• Intelligent controller and
multilayer intelligence
• Intelligent autonomous modules
• Remote programming/access/
update through the Internet
• Full set of software tools
• Totally modular and configurable

Partners all over the world are welcome
as:
• System integrators for providing CyBro based solutions in fields of industrial and building automation
• Manufacturers of electrical devices
who would like to incorporate the CyBro technology in their products
• All others, who would like to use our
products to create a great new value
They will all enjoy modern and stable products, personal service and
the best price-performance ratio.

’’We rely on open and widely
used protocols to ensure
maximum compatibility and
believe that automation is all
about getting different products
working together.’’
Damir Škrjanec,
Head of R&D Department,
Cybrotech
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CORE TECHOLOGY

SMIP,

Smart
integration
platform

In
•
•
•
•

•
•

CORE TECHOLOGY

SMIP enables the
development and
implementation of various
applications for the
management and control
of a large number of
intelligent devices, with
many users, applications
and specific role accesses
to various devices,
applications and services.

• Full integration of the IoT, various devices and multiple protocols
• Enabling platform for big applications and infrastructure for providing intelligent
real time and real world control services
• Multiuser, multiclass and complex user structure
• Built-in tools for data processing and reporting
• Advanced functional support for mobile devices
• Built-in transactional system with an embedded business model based on
dynamic revenue sharing
• Fully customizable visualization with different types of web access and APIs
• Integrated artificial intelligence engine
• BIG DATA engine and tools, guaranteed data integrity and scalability
• Cutting-edge protocols to provide security
(SSL, roles, rights, Realm, CAPTCHA etc.)
• Available as a proprietary solution or a reliable and secure SaaS Cloud service

’’SMIP is an intelligent, Internet based,
Cloud oriented software platform
for real time monitoring, analysis, expert
decision support and bi-directional user
interface.’’
Marjan Marušič,
Head of SMIP Project, 3Port

SMIP helped to turn opportunities into working solutions by improving the usability
and performance of different systems:
• Power plants, storage systems, hybrid solutions
• Home Energy Management Systems and Building Energy Management Systems
• Smart Grids
• Smart Cities

Intelligent SaaS enabling platform
• From sensor/controller to WEB
and back in real time
• Event, alarm, smart scheduling
• Advanced user management
• Embedded business
functionality/intelligence and
transactional system
• Multilevel secure access and
communication
• Big data and AI

SBI
hospital
– Cloud
connected
building
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SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

Smart
Grids,
EMS and
renewables

Energy supplies and electrical grids are in a process of
quite dramatic changes. Renewable energy sources are
becoming increasingly important and at the same time
they bring instability into the electrical grid, which is
not designed for distributed and volatile electricity
generation. Intensive efforts are underway in many countries to de-

’
a

velop and evaluate new smart grid functionalities, which are to a large
extent based on distributed control technology and IT. Residential and
business owners of PV plants are becoming active players in the supply of
electricity. Electricity storage is providing additional flexibility and control.
There is no going back to traditional systems and business models.
Robotina brings the technology and the engineering know-how to enable this transition. Highly respected companies

‘’There is no going back to traditional
systems and business models.
Robotina brings the technology and
the engineering know-how to enable
this transition.’’
Hubert Golle,
Product Manager, Robotina

From
Feed in tariff to
self-consumption
Nowadays only 20% of house owners in Germany
consider direct financial impacts when deciding to

like Hitachi and Sharp are already using our Cybrotech and SMIP Cloud IoT as it has been proven
to be a mature integration platform. Our extensive
expertise in managing complex real-time processes is the basis for our active role in international
projects. We are looking forward to making further
contributions to the development of sustainable
solutions for tomorrow’s world.
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invest into their own rooftop PV plant. The vast ma-

In

jority of them (80%) want to use renewable energy

m

as their own energy source to support sustainabili-

er

ty. In addition, they only earn 12c€/kWh when they

st

sell the energy they produce to the electrical grid

tiv

while they have to pay 28c€/kWh when they act as

ca

buyers. A huge change in PV owners’ behavior has

M

occurred since the years of high FiT (feed-in tariff )

Cy

– now owners want to consume in house as much
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as possible of the self-produced energy.
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SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

’’Neostore is an energy storage solution and
a part of our All-in-One energy management
system for private homes. Customers can
use our system to satisfy their demand for
electricity from 100%
environmentally-sustainable energy.
The staff from Robotina is friendly and
attentive and most importantly they can be
reached whenever it is urgently needed. ’’

of

Werner Posch,
CEO Neovoltaic
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Based on our well proven integrated HEMS product with electricity storage
and advanced control algorithms (real time control of energy flow, load
management, web presentation and maintenance etc.), we introduced in
2016 the „Green Factor “. We calculate and present real time as well as daily, weekly and monthly data on the consumption of self-produced energy.
The data are stored in a database for further analysis and evaluation to
support residential PV owners in maximizing self-consumption.

From self-consumption
to Smart Grid integration
In the near future, home energy systems will be integrated into local
micro grids as prosumers and help grid operators to balance the generation and consumption of electricity. A decision to invest in electricity
storage (with or without a PV plant) will receive additional financial incentives. Robotina‘s HEMS features control algorithms and web services that
can support such steps.
Moreover, Robotina provides a flexible platform by its own technologies
Cybrotech and SMIP for future upgrades of functionalities as Smart Grid
concepts and any business models that might evolve (e.g. dynamic pricing of electricity).

Neostore

is a home bat
ter y storage and
energy manage
ment system. It
is driven by Ro
botina‘s
tech
nologies:
the
Cyb
ro
tech control system and SMIP Cloud
platform. The product has been developed by
Robotina for its strategic partner Neovoltaic (www.neovoltaic.net). In August 2016, we
reached the number of 500 units manufactured
by Robotina and installed at customers in Germany,
Austria , Switzerland and South Africa.
The 3rd generation of the Neostore product line was
launched in 2016: 1-phase and 3-phase systems
covering the range from 3 to 54 kWh of electricity
storage. An advanced Li-ion storage technology is
used for optimal performance and safety. Neostore
is aimed at residential owners, with the 3-phase
system targeted at apartment buildings and small
businesses. Furthermore, we provide integration
with Robotina‘s home automation solution called
HiQ.
Robotina‘s development include electrical and mechanical design and a complete control system with
supporting software tools and visualization. Neostores are hosted on the Robotina‘s Cloud server as
SaaS (Software as a Service). An on-line application
Myneocontrol provides all relevant data and information to the owners on the one hand and real-time data to the service center to secure optimal
Neostore operation on the other hand. A distinguished feature of the Cybrotech technology is the
option of remote upgrades of improved and new
control algorithms. In addition, Neostore is ready
for smart grid integration.
Thanks to the advanced control logic driven by CyBro, residential owners can achieve up to 97%*
monthly self-sufficiency of electricity supply by having only a 9kWp photovoltaic plant and
5kWh Li-ion battery capacity.
* In summer months, depending on system configuration and in-house
consumption, data for Middle Germany
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SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

Robotina successfully implemented its process control and web IoT

op

technology in the 1st phase of smart community demonstration project

op

in Speyer, Germany. Complete renovation of energy supplies and en-

th

ergy management in a 16-apartment building, built in 1960s, was ac-

an

complished to facilitate transition from traditional to renewable energy

el

sources. The goal of the project is to develop, test and demonstrate a

at

new “energy self-consumption model” for electrical

of

energy and heating for Germany.

flo

The project is supported by NEDO – New Energy

Th

and Industrial Technology Development Organ-

•

Smart community
project went live
May 31st 2016 in
Speyer, Germany.

ization from Japan. Project partners include City
of Speyer with Stadtwerke Speyer (SWS) as a local

•

energy supplier and GEWO Wohnen as building
owner on the one hand and Hitachi Chemical as a
project company on the other hand.
Robotina‘s contribution in this project, as a subcontractor to Hitachi Chemical, a major global player

•

in electrical energy storage, is the integration of

all equipment: PV plant on building‘s rooftop, electrical energy storage,
heat pump, power meters and complete control system to optimize

Si

operation in various scenarios depending on weather conditions and

w

time of the year. Advanced prediction models are implemented to make

ec

forecasts on PV production, electrical and heat consumption. Alternative

bu

SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

oT

operation modes (battery or heat-pump priority) are selected to facilitate

ct

optimal system performance. In the 1st stage the key criteria is to increase

n-

the level of self-consumption, while in the 2nd stage the process control

c-

and the prediction models will be furher developed. Dynamic pricing of

gy

electrical energy will be introduced. Based on forecast of own PV gener-

a

ation, predictions of consumption of electrical and heat energy and cost

al

of energy of individual sources, the control system will manage energy
flow in the way to assure minimum energy costs for apartment owners.

gy

The system is built on Robotina‘s technology:

n-

• Cybrotech provides complete process technology for integration and

ty

real-time control (Cybro PLC units, communication interfaces, etc).

al

• IoT web platform SMIP is introduced for collection,

ng

storage and presentation of data (real time and

a

historical) as a very basic feature. Two levels topol-

n-

ogy (local IoT linker and SMIP Cloud server) is introduced to assure data consistency and safety.

er

• Based on the captured actual data prediction models with machine

of

learning are implemented on SMIP. Minimizing energy cost control will

e,

be implemented in the 3rd stage in 2017.

Smart Community
• Integration of equipment and
measurements

ze

Since the Speyer demonstration project runs in real-life environment, it

nd

will provide valuable inputs in terms of technical reliability, efficiency and

ke

economic feasibility. As such, it will have an important impact on future

• Visualization & KPIs

ve

business development in the field.

• Extensive data-logging and analyses

• Real time energy management
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SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

Boosting
efficiency:
solar power
plant
management
system

St

m

Time is money, which also ap
plies to photovoltaic (solar)
power plants. The investor’s
key interest is to ensure the
highest possible reliability and
yield of the solar power plant.
The SPMS is a complete solu
tion for monitoring, operation
and maintenance (O&M) sup
port for solar power plants.
It provides accurate measurements of important
data at the string level, statuses, and alarms and
reports both locally and remotely. The benefits of
the SPMS are a key success factor for EPC companies and investors in the design, commissioning,
operation and maintenance phases of a PV plant.

Su

f
in

SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

Shiga
PV plant,
Japan

String level
real time
monitoring

100 MW
plant for
Sun Edison
in India

1. Reduce start-up time and costs
• Detailed on-line information from one central location
• Fast and easy location of faults
• Helps the project manager to systematically manage
start-up activities
2. Run your PV plant efficiently
• Know exactly how the plant is performing
• Get on-line detailed information on PV production
• Control centrally all elements of the PV system

85 MW
plant
for Sharp
in Thailand

3. Support for efficient maintenance
• Lower your maintenance costs with IT support
• Track the response times of the maintenance service
4. Advanced algorithms for optimization
• Manage the operation of the PV plant at the level of
PV strings
• Assure the highest possible yield
• Improve the lifetime asset management
• Guarantee the ROI to the investor

13
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SMART GRIDS, EMS AND RENEWABLES

HYBROGEN power supplies combine
solar, wind and other renewable en
ergy sources with a diesel generator
(DG). Unlike the stand-alone
applications, the DG can be
much smaller and used only in
cases when free solar or wind
energy is unavailable. An intelligent

HYBROGEN –
Hybrid power
supplies

control system optimizes energy flow and implements user’s strategy. Operating and maintenance

Hybrogen
with PV

costs are dramatically reduced as is the pollution generated by
other solutions. Autonomy can be increased and service and
refueling optimized through remote access and support. HYBROGEN generators will replace classic DGs in remote areas,
critical applications, telecom towers, hospitals and in all cases
without a grid connection or with an unreliable grid connection.
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Smart City
and cognitive
communities
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While the debate on the Smart City definition is still ongoing, the
technology and solutions for it are in full development and several
successful case studies have demonstrated its technical, economic
and social feasibility. Our products and expertise have been proven in pro-

jects of different scale ranging from local automation to a country-wide network of
environmental monitoring stations. The key concepts of IoT are implemented and
a high-end control and management support is provided by iNOC control centers
and HIQ Universe Cloud services.

Products
• IoT linkers and controllers
• Parking sensors (indoor and street parking)
• Automatic plate number recognition
• SMIP Smart City platform and user interfaces
• iNOC Control Center
• EE energy efficiency service

SMART CITY AND COGNITIVE COMMUNITIES

Areas

• Control center

• Cooperation Platform,
Cloud services

• IoT controllers, sensors,
data transfer

• Energy, Smart grids

• Traffic, parking, mobility

• Infrastructure, utilities & waste
• Environment

15
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SMART CITY AND COGNITIVE COMMUNITIES

Monitoring
stations

IoT based
monitoring of
the state of
environment:
ARSO, project
BOBER

in Slovenia

The Slovenian Environment
Agency (ARSO) manages one of
the largest measurement systems in the country. Networks
of national meteorological,

hydrological and ecological
stations provide the data required to monitor and analyze
the condition of the environment. Since they are directly used in various spheres of
society (including weather
forecasts and environmental
disaster warnings), the quality and reliability of data are
of crucial importance. Supported by EU funds, the Slovenian Environment Agency carried out a major project
of upgrading the system for monitoring
and analyzing the environment in Slovenia in the period from 2009 to 2015. The
project was titled BOBER, an acronym
for Better Observation for Better Environmental Response.
The aim was to ensure reliable, high
quality and spatially representative meteorological and hydrological information facilitating comprehensive monitoring and analysis of the condition of the
• IoT based stations
• Different sensors from
multiple manufacturers with
multiple protocols
• 300 stations cover the
whole nation
• 24-hour year-round operation
• Extreme conditions
(mountains, rivers, remote areas)
• Critical importance of data

Right:
IoT on
Triglav,
Kredarica
(2515m
above s.l.)
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SMART CITY AND COGNITIVE COMMUNITIES

water environment in Slovenia as well as
more accurate forecasting of extreme
hydrological phenomena, particularly
floods.

Real-time access to
environmental data
The major part of the project involved
the construction of measuring infrastructure at 281 measuring sites, which
now enable real-time access to a large
amount of environmental data.
Within the framework of the BOBER project, the existing network of meteorological stations has been extended with 90
new automated meteorological stations
positioned throughout Slovenia. Beside
an increased number of measuring sites,
it also expanded the range of observed
meteorological quantities and the frequency of measurements. The information about the weather in Slovenia,
obtained through new automated meteorological stations every 10 minutes,
can be immediately accessed by specialists and the general public. The automated meteorological stations provide

information about current weather conditions throughout Slovenia; in addition,
this information is integrated into the
system of very short-term forecasting,
which enables the monitoring and issuing of weather warnings.
Robotina had played a very important
role since the early stages of the project.
We actively participated in the development of the system. It included design,
development, testing, verification and
validation of hardware and software,
prototyping, installation and operating
procedures definition as well as documentation management. The result is
the Distributed Real Time Environmental
Measuring System that meets the highest
requirements of operation and management of large measuring networks. The
key features are distributed real time data
acquisition over various communication
channels, interval data processing, local
and global archiving, customizable data
reporting, and visualization.
In the execution phase of the project,
Robotina was responsible for overall project management, production,
field installation setup and testing of

measurement systems on 281 locations
all over the country, providing a unique
IoT solution, which provides benefits to
many users and measures critical data.

’’The result is the Distributed
Real Time Environmental
Measuring System that meets
the highest requirements of
operation and management of
large measuring networks. The
key features are distributed
real time data acquisition
over various communication
channels, interval data
processing, local and global
archiving, customizable data
reporting, and visualization.’’
Marino Montani, M.Sc.,
Product manager,
Robotina
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SMART CITY AND COGNITIVE COMMUNITIES

INOC –
Integrated
network
operations
center

The Integrated Network Operations Center is the central
management system for the
operation and management of
facilities (buildings) and the
Smart City. The solution features an integrated approach
with the aim of streamlining the
existing workflow, adding intelligence to facility management
and the Smart City, increasing
overall productivity, cutting operational costs, improving energy management and reducing
the overall carbon footprint of
facilities and assets. The Center
contributes to operational safety and

The Integrated Network Operations

Be

Center is IoT enabled making it a state

•

of the art controls operation center,
which can be easily expanded and updated, based on the current needs of
the organization.
Key Features

•

• Integration with maps – geographical
correlation
• Integrated Logic for Predicting Faults
• Smart maintenance based on severity

•

and cost
• Visual feedback for Problem
Identification & real-time/historical
analysis
• Integration with the Vehicle Tracking
System

•
•
•

• Integration with the Work Flow
Management

ensures long term sustainability of op-

• In-depth analysis of faults

erations. The solution makes full use of

• Energy Management solutions and

the IoT (Internet of Things) concept.

•

analysis

•

SMART CITY AND COGNITIVE COMMUNITIES

ns

Benefits

te

• Predict, reduce and eliminate

er,

equipment failures and

p-

downtime

of

• Deliver real-time faults and smart
diagnostics
• Reduce maintenance costs by

al

focusing on faults based on severity

s

fixed over time

ty

as well as cost incurred if fault is not
• Improved reliability, remotely
manage and control facilities from
one point
• Energy Savings and optimizations
• Improve overall environmental
quality
• Decrease overall cost of facility
management by increasing
the equipment life-span
(preventive maintenance approach)
• Be notified anywhere, anytime and
best of all, on any platform

Facility Management,
August 2016

Arabian Computer news,
September 2016

Hot clicks
Robotina’s Pasek outlines the top two features of INOC’s data that are significantly
helpful for FM operators. ’’A screen I’m very
interesting in is the one that shows the floor
and temperature mapping of (the connected property’s) rooms. Differently-coloured
icons show whether temperature conditions
in the room are comfortable or not based on
occupant requirements and needs.’’
’’So if I’m thinking in terms of operator
awareness about consumption, this is what
I would first review and examine,’’ Pasek
says. He continues: ’’Another graph of relevance to FM operators is the one that shows
how many work orders have been opened,
closed, and completed. This can also be tied
in with the operator’s internal finance department system. So that’s one of the most
important features for FM operators.’’

Revealed publicly for the first time at FM
Expo 2016, Imdaad’s Integrated Network
Operations Centre (INOC) was developed
in close collaboration with Robotina, a
Slovenia-based automation technology specialist. INOC combines a variety of
technological concepts including Internet-of-Things (IoT), automation, and remote management.
The facility features an intelligent command and control centre, which is capable of analyzing performance trends of
connected assets and advising on corrective action, when and where required. It
features include predictive maintenance
capabilities, machine to machine (M2M)
communication, automatic corrective
measures, real-time monitoring and energy management.
Imdaad’s INOC was recently awarded the
accolade for Technology Implementation
of the Year at the fmME Awards 2016. Commenting on the recognition on the eve of
the awards, Arif Al Yedaiwi, director of IT
and procurement at Imdaad, shared: »Iot
is happening right now and it has become
part of everyone’s livelihood. So if you do
not ride that wave, then it will catch up
with you. It is a real challenge to get to the
top but staying there (is) even a bigger
challenge.
‘’INOC is an idea that was initiated by Jamal Lootah, Imdaad’s CEO, about two years
back. He wanted to bring Imdaad to the
next level of IFM by tapping in to the technology advancement that is happening in
the market.’’

’’Compatibility is not an issue at all,
and all big and established firms’
products work smoothly with INOC.’’
Andrej Pašek,
Robotina Automation, GM

Arif Al Yedaiwi,
Director of IT and Procurement, Imdaad
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Building
Intelligence

E

BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

Eco Silver house:
first multi-apartment
passive building
in Europe

Technology
• New & retrofit
• Energy efficient
in all climate
areas
• Controllers,
SCADA,
consultancy,
solutions
• Remote controll,
iNOC connection
• Cooperation with
service providers
Products
• iBMS: building
management for
every building
• HIQ-Office:
efficient offices
• HIQ-Hotel:
hotels and hotel
rooms
• Pass-IQ: people
counting,
shopping centre
automation
• HIQ-home:
native smart
home
• EE: energy
efficiency service
Professionals and the society understand that we
have to develop new, greener technologies, which
will help preserving our world for future generations. Unfortunately, such solutions tend
to be less efficient and more expensive
than classic non-sustainable solutions.
One of the key reasons why they are
costly lies in the fact that they require active control to be efficient. Active control
of course was traditionally known to increase costs.
Robotina is proving that such limitations are obsolete.

Everybody
is talking
green:

What makes the difference between smart
buildings with state of the art bBMS and
those without it?

Knowledge, smart people, vision and the right
technology are the basis of the future. We provide

components and complete solutions for local control, remote access, facility management, safety and

security, energy efficiency, comfort or any control

challenge in green buildings and cities, making in-

tegration faster and easier while buildings become
sustainable and “liveable.”
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

’’Potential economic impact of IoT in 2025,
including consumer surplus, is USD 3.9 trillion to
USD 11.1 trillion out of which homes are expected
to contribute USD 200 to 350 Bn.’’
McKinsey, June 2015

’’Less than 5% in Europe and US are currently
using home automation, monitoring and
energy management solutions, but 35% are
interested…. The value of the global Smart
Homes Market is expected to reach over $58
billion by 2020.’’
PwC, April 2015

’’A typical family home could contain more than
500 Smart Devices by 2022.’’
Gartner, 2014

Home automation is becoming

one of the biggest opportunities

for IoT based technologies but too
often products and solutions are

not as smart as they could be. Ro
botina’s 15 years of experience in
building smart homes and a solid

basic technology resulted in the

it can also cover more sophisticated functions, like energy
management.
It consists of simple autonomous units which together create a
complex and unique system. Units are connected to each other by a shared power supply and communication bus. Units
can be combined in many different ways.
Although it is basically very simple, expansion capabilities are
virtually unlimited. The system is configurable and programmable, and two or more basic systems can be integrated together.
HIQ is not merely a Smart Home, it is enabling platform
offering ‘’infinite possibilities’ to users and businesses.

HIQ-home, a totally new experi
ence in homes. The HIQ is a system of devices and

The HIQ Home is connected to the HIQ-Universe to provide

software for home automation. The primary function is control

Patented Artificial intelligence solutions provide comfort, en-

of home equipment – lights, blinds, heating and cooling – but

ergy efficiency and safety/security.

new experiences, services and access to your home while
you’re away.
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Building automation systems (BAS) tend to achieve reliable and
safe operation, robustness and the ability to control subsystems
installed in order to achieve the desired state of the building,
with the integration of subsystems for heating, ventilation,
air-conditioning and lighting as the largest consumers, but also
shading, security and others. Contemporary building management
systems (BMS) should integrate the BAS
domain in order to achieve higher level
goals, which finally results in a satisfactory comfort experience of residents or
occupants or a well-being on the one
hand and a reduction in operating costs,
energy consumption and environmental
pollution on the other. These goals are
naturally contradictory, so the trade-off
should be specified in order to plan the
operation of BAS.

From
automation
to artificial
intelligence

The ability to recognize the occupants’
comfort experience, their habits and
needs, and their location in the building is a branch of artificial intelligence
(AI), also known as ambient intelligence
(AmI). In order to plan the operation of
BAS, a structured and compact overview
of installed systems and the building as
a whole should be given to the house
holder and to the BMS. The BMS should
have the ability to be aware of the dynamic processes in the building, taking
into account the knowledge about the
systems installed.
An AI interleaved building supports BAS
on several levels, such as with the AmI
to obtain knowledge about occupants,
with system dynamics recognition, shortand long-term forecasting of system
states according to possible scenarios or

strategies, the supervision of BAS operation, fault detection and many others.
Besides the setting of the previously
mentioned trade-off, the AI in the building should also tend to minimize user
intervention, such as manual changing
of parameters, settings and set-points. It
should take care of BAS adaptation.
Due to the emerging research and development trend in smart cities, districts or
smart area domains that contain smart
infrastructures (electrical, thermal and
water supply networks and grids, rescue
services and others), a smart building is
represented as a prosumer – that is, a
consumer and (or) a producer and (or) a
storage in a single unit. With such a role,
the BMS should be able to interact and
negotiate with service providers in terms
of optimal planning of self-consumption
and energy lease. Therefore each smart
building can use its intelligence, or, to
put it better, artificial intelligence, to optimize the ratio between energy consumption, energy consumption costs
and occupants’ well-being. At the city
level, it provides valuable information
to service providers for consumption

optimization and for pricing power and
energy.
Domen Zupančič, PhD,
Researcher and Behavior
Intelligence Specialist,
Robotina

’’It took years, while automated
buildings had been called smart
buildings, to discover that they
are not as smart as they could be.
Only now, in the age of the digital
transformation, buildings will
really become smart.’’
Comfort and energy management
in smart environments
A rational management of heating and
air-conditioning subsystems that contribute most to energy consumption
in buildings (30-40% of global energy
consumption) leads to noticeable energy savings and lowers the depletion of
limited energy sources. Management
results should be represented in terms
of two contradictory objectives: comfort
experience and energy consumption.
The thesis presents methods to perceive
the occupant’s comfort in an unobtrusive
matter. Then follows a presentation of
the management algorithm, composed
of a reactive, anticipative and rule-set
based mechanism, used to manage the
trade-off between the objectives. The algorithm minimizes energy consumption
when building is not occupied and maximizes user’s comfort when the building
is occupied. Experiments using simulations included real weather data and real
data representing user occupancy. Final
solutions are presented in an objective
way and show that significant energy
savings can be achieved with a small
loss of comfort taking into account the
prediction of occupant’s behavior, such
as occupancy. Here at Robotina we are
implementing such AI based mechanisms in our HIQ home automation, HIQ
universe and in our vertically integrated
solutions, which include automation,
IoT linker, HIQ Universe Cloud and AI as
Software as a service (SaaS).
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Industrial &
Infrastructure
Automation

INDUSTRIAL & INFRASTRUCTURE AUTOMATION

• 25 years of expertise in
control technology
• Cooperation and integration
• From design to commissioning
and maintenance
• Processing industry
• Food & beverage

The market conditions today, in a world of rapid technological changes, require top quality products and
services. Such high demands can only be met by a
high level of productivity which requires automated
manufacturing and process engineering systems. Without automation, it
would not be possible to achieve increasing productivity and product
quality and thus enhanced competitiveness. Automation provides companies with

Metal
processing
machine

Tailor made
solutions
for different
processes

Advanced
packaging
machine

a seamless production, high precision products and
greater flexibility regarding the demand on the market and ultimately higher profits and greater value added. In many cases,
production automation tackles the problems associated with the production of noxious products and hazardous working conditions. On the other
hand, a benefit of automation is that it saves labor; however, it is also used
to save energy and materials and improve quality, accuracy and precision.
A leading role in the development of automation
In the field of automation, Robotina provides solutions which are a combination of innovative R&D solutions, developed in house, and manufactured automation controllers and modules, and modules and components available in the market. A leading role in the development of
automation is preserved by the planning process; therefore our engineering team is capable of designing and/or developing a plan for the
deployment of automation. We offer a wide range of automation components, developed in house from start to finish and manufactured by us.
Tailor-made solutions are thus within a hand’s reach. In the years of our
work in the field of automation, we also developed good relationships
with some of the world’s leading manufacturers of automation equipment, so we are capable to support customers when deciding about the
selection of equipment. Process visualization and application programs
are products provided by our team of programmers, who will systematically help users to understand and define their requirements and find
appropriate solutions to meet the expectations of customers.
In the last two years, we deployed several new IoT and Cloud based solutions like the remotely managed sewage treatment plant, where SCADA
is provided as SaaS and hosted on our servers. Similar solutions, which
involve life-cycle management, are expected to make an important part
of our future systems.
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Manufacturing
line

Control
cabinet for
packaging
machine

Ivan Morano,
Chief Technology Officer,
Robotina

The CTO of Robotina, Ivan Morano, leads
a team of engineers and programmers
focused on industrial and industry-like
automation. With many years of experience,
Ivan has contributed to successful
projects of the Robotina’s team in various
industries, like food & drugs, dairy, sea
ports and chemicals, to name just some.
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Services

Neostore,
Germany,
Switzerland,
Austria,
South Africa:
connected
EMS and
energy
storage
(monitoring,
demand/
response and
maintenance)

In combination with our OEM services,
our customers have access to Universe,
our Cloud service, where SMIP func
tionality is avail
able as a service
(SaaS). All advan
tages of SMIP are
now available for
subscription. Dif
ferent customers can get what they
need. Manufacturers will benefit from tailor-made solu-

Pediatric
clinic,
Ljubljana

UNIVERSE – SMIP
available
as a service

Situla,
Ljubljana

tions suiting their corporate identity. Service providers can find
an environment for their on-line services and utilize data and
tools to improve their services and end users can easily select
their service portfolio and become a part of the Cloud community.

Advantages for partners
(product manufacturers)

Advantages for
service providers

Advantages for
end users

• No investment in infrastructure
• Dramatically lower investment in the
product
• Reduced time to market
• Test and validate before spending
• Reliability of proven product
• Transactional system with various
business models, including revenue
sharing

• Provide your service on Universe
• Use data from Universe for your
services
• Immediate revenue
• Access to customers and cross selling
• Big data
• Tools and support to develop your
own services
• Customized feel and look

• No investment in infrastructure
• Easy to add, change and optimize
user accounts
• Add and modify service
subscriptions
• Participative business model
(generate revenue)
• Customized access, full portfolio
management
Ichinomiya,
Japan:
PV plant
connected
24/365 to
SMIP SaaS
facilitating
O&M
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SERVICES

ROBOTINA, State of the Art
techology solution provider
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Project specifications
You understand your opportunity, we help you to understand the challenge and to translate it into control technology language.
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Software design
• Design and implementation of dedicated control algorithms to manage product operation
• Design of user interfaces, including GUI graphical design
• Software toolkit supporting complete product‘s lifecycle
• Customized design of SW tools to support your business applications
and intelligence

Let us help you
grow your business
IoT and the digital transformation are
setting new targets to manufacturers
and service providers. The speed at
which manufacturers are expected to
get their products connected is extreme
and therefore experts with the right
technology and experience are the only
way to get things done fast and right.
Based on Cybrotech controllers, SMIP
software platform, a state of the art
design and manufacturing plant and
proven experience, we provide complete
design, testing and manufacturing of IoT
based products.
Benefits for partners using Robotina
technology and services
• Extremely short time to market
• Tested, proven and certified technology
• Experienced team that can understand and
meet your needs
• One stop shop HW: technology, customization,
implementation and manufacturing
• One stop shop SW: platform, design,
implementation and hosting
• Product lifecycle management

Electrical design
• Complete electrical design
from technical concept to integrated
product
Mechanical design
• Custom design of product housing
Product prototyping
• Fabrication of first functional product
prototype
• Product testing with data-logging,
analyses, validation
Serial production set-up,
manufacturing …
• Small batch production
• Design and implementation of QA
(quality assurance) procedures and
documents
• Design of automated testing
equipment with measurement
and testing protocols according to
product specifications
... and scale-up
• Assembly and 100% quality control
• Flexible deliveries with logistic
support
Product lifecycle management
• Monitor while in operation
• Automatic alerts, alarms, reports
• Track changes and maintenance
• Remote backup, update and upgrade
• Service mode to fully support
optimized maintenance

MADE in the EU
highly flexible production at
Robotina’s own plant
to support your sales channels
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HIQ – THE NATIVE SMART HOME
The most advanced smart home system with
automation, security, smartphone interface, machine
learning and Cloud services.

iBMS INTELLIGENT BUILDING MANAGEMENT
Modern, comfortable, secure and energy efficient
buildings through advanced control system, connection
to iNOC and Energy Efficiency subscription service.

Together
we can be
faster and
better.

SMART CITY & BUILDING COMMAND CENTERS
World class control centers with
embedded business intelligence, workflow, facility
and fleet management.

EMS & STORAGE
xEMS, energy management systems with smart
metering, machine learning and smart grid
aggregation providing Virtual Power Plant functionality
and smart trading interfaces.
SOLAR POWER PLANTS
Solar power plant management:
string monitoring, data logging, SCADA,

www.robotina.com | info @ robotina.com

solar intelligence.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
System for wide area environmental monitoring
(air, water, pollution, rain, etc.)
including flood prevention.

PASS IQ – PEOPLE COUNTING & TRACKING
In malls, retail, airports, cities and wherever
people flow is important for business, planning
or safety and security.

CAR PARKING, GUIDANCE, MANAGEMENT
Outdoor and indoor guidance, Automatic number plate
recognition, advanced sensors, VMS, control center and
user’s APP. Seamlessly integrated in the Smart City.

of

COGNITIVE OPTIMIZATION & ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Optimized
buildings and
assets: real
benefits in
real time

COS – the real
performance booster
• Machine learning
& multi-objective
optimization
• Cloud based
• BMS and automation
vendor indipendent
• Immediate, measurable
results (up to 30%
savings)
• Available as SaaS and
self hosted

Optimize buildings & assets to save
energy, improve maintenance, increase
safety & security and reduce the Total
Cost of Ownership
Once Building management system is
properly designed, installed and commissioned or proper Home Energy
Management System (HEMS) or Building Energy Management System (BEMS)
deployed, COS provides continuous
optimization including energy efficiency, increased security and Fault
detection.

Facility management

Cloud based services
IoT linker

Pipistrel corporate headqarters, Ajdovščina, EU

Islamic Bank, Doha, Quatar

designed by Boris Podrecca. HIQ controls all systems.

systems are Controlled by HIQ.

Fully automated and highly energy efficient building

Car parking guidance and car parking management

COS uses an extensive set of preconfigured rules, which evolve constantly with
intensive support of machine learning.
Artificial intelligence engine helps to
save on energy and maintenance costs,
prevent downtime and expenses and finally helps to preserve our environment
and to improve building sustainability.
Savings and business benefits without hardware changes by extensive
usage of cloud, software, machine
learning and multi-objective optimization
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HEMS & ROBOTINA IOT PLATFORM

JOIN THE ELECTRIC

(R)EVOLUTION.
As a society, we are facing an energy crisis. Our electrical distribution system is
inefficient and expensive.

Group Buying A large community of users can carry out a group purchase. Their sheer
number ensures a stronger negotiating position with electricity providers.

In order to sustain
our actual standard
of living, we must
reduce (per capita)
and shift (in time)

Power Trade When prices rise in times of shortage,
the platform can sell a surplus of the
energy back to the network. The surplus is generated by users automatically turning off non-essential appliances
for a short period.
Aggregate Data Providers cannot predict your future
Sell electricity needs, but we can. Users
can sell the data gathered from the
network to help providers plan production.
Crowd Financing It’s always hard to find financing. Users
can crowdfund equipment for larger
facilities. In turn, they are rewarded
with lower costs and growing investments.
Marketplace The platform’s marketplace enables to
deploy new, innovative business models and offer them to all connected
users.

the consumption of
electrical

energy.

This is exactly what
Robotina, with its
28 years’ experience, delivers to
households

and

businesses.
It’s all made possi-

It is easy to
start saving:
Install HEMS
controller,
connect your
appliances and
subscribe to the
HIQ Universe.

ble by the home energy management
system

(HEMS),

which tracks individual appliances
and sends the data
to HIQ Universe,
the Robotina IOT
platform. By using artificial intelligence,
machine learning, weather forecast, and

ROX All of these are made possible by trading with our application-specific token,
ROX. ROX is the cornerstone of the
Robotina platform. It’s built upon the
Ethereum blockchain, fueled by the
growing demand from the platform’s
marketplace, it gives the value of the
cooperative network back to the community.
ICO start: 21. 3. 2018.
Details on www.robotinaico.com.

energy price data, we predict energy behavior and optimize the consumption.
The ability to remotely manage energy consumption
enables the system to find new opportunities in the electricity market.

